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a b s t r a c t
Classiﬁcation is a key factor in accuracy, simplicity, and expressiveness, and it is diﬃcult to optimize all
of these factors at the same time. The learning classiﬁer system (LCS) is a suitable technique for addressing an adaptive classiﬁcation problem. It is a combination of fast approximation and evolutionary
optimization techniques. A neural-based learning classiﬁer system (N-LCS) includes an architecture for
maintaining expressiveness by incorporating neural networks into a supervised classiﬁer system, which
is also an LCS specializing in classiﬁcation studies. In recent years, studies using deep artiﬁcial neural networks have been actively conducted. In particular, deep convolutional neural networks (CNN) provide a
powerful representation in an extremely fundamental method and demonstrates the high performance in
various domains. In this paper, we exploit various deep CNN architectures in convolutional neural-based
learning classiﬁer systems (CN-LCS) combining the CNN and LCS to explore the possibility of a CN-LCS. By
using various CNNs as an action of a classiﬁer in an N-LCS, better classiﬁcation accuracy can be obtained
and classiﬁer can be optimized. Experimental results show that our models achieve the higher performance than N-LCS for database intrusion detection as well as two other datasets, and extract effective
features from deep representation by projecting data samples learned by several deep CNN models into
the feature space.
© 2019 Published by Elsevier B.V.

1. Introduction
A learning classiﬁer system (LCS) is a genetics-based machine
learning system that combines discovery component and learning
component [1,2]. LCSs employ the two biological metaphors of evolution and learning. The evolutionary component ﬁnds new rules
and the learning component assigns credit based on an estimate
of individual contributions. Hence, the evolutionary component is
moved by learning to a better set of rules. LCSs are applied in various domains including biology, medicine, business, computer science, and various social sciences. The following systems have been
actively studied: XCS [3], which is used for reinforcement learning
problems, UCS [4], which specializes in classiﬁcation problems, and
NCS [5], which leverages neural networks.
Classiﬁcation accuracy is a key factor, along with compactness
and expressiveness. In general, there is a trade-off among accuracy, simplicity, and expressiveness [6]. The neural-based learning
classiﬁer system (N-LCS) [7], which is one of the methods that
∗
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leverage LCS, proposed a rule-based system that can be easily
understood without losing expressiveness. This characteristic is an
important element of classiﬁcation. The rules of N-LCS consist of
conditions and actions, and solve the problem of LCS by replacing
actions with a simple neural network. This method uses a simple
multi-layer perceptron (MLP) and introduces nonlinearity using a
sigmoid function in the hidden unit. The rules are gradually updated through a back-propagation algorithm and a mean squared
error loss function.
The N-LCS is potentially faced with the expressiveness problem.
A single MLP used in N-LCS has three layers in general. A shallow
neural network is diﬃcult to extract at the various levels of abstraction compared with deep neural networks and is less expressive. A deep architecture can increase the level of representation
for data [8], and improve the performance by obtaining the representations of the various low and higher layers at the same time.
Recently, studies using deep neural networks have been actively
conducted. Deep learning is a representation learning method constructing multiple levels of representation [9]. It composes nonlinear modules to obtain higher, abstract-level representations and
automatically extracts complex features by stacking layers deeply.
In particular, a convolutional neural network (CNN) is one of the
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Table 1
The characteristic of CNN architectures.
Category

CNN

Description

Strengths

Weaknesses

Original network topology

AlexNet [21]

• The ﬁrst model using ReLU function
• Leading to high performance using
GPU in parallel
• Studying the effect for network depth

• Providing a signiﬁcant
breakthrough

• Not deep compared with other
models

• Deep network

•
•
•
•

VGGNet [11]

New network topology

GoogLeNet [12]

• Using a convolution ﬁlter of the
different size
• Reduced computation with 1 × 1
convolution

ResNet [13]

• Design a very deep network using a
direct path
• Dropping the training pass
probabilistically
• Using the short path
• An architecture with a parallel layer
sequence
• Using the short path
• Reduce the number of parameters
through connections from each layer to
every other layer

Stochastic Depth [24]

FractalNet [25]

DenseNet [14]

fundamental deep learning architectures, learning a hierarchy of
features and extracting local features [10]. The deep CNN is actively
developing to ﬁnd the optimal network conﬁguration (e.g., VGGNet
[11], GoogLeNet [12], ResNet [13], DenseNet [14], etc.) and new
training techniques are also being proposed. For example, dropout
[15] has been proposed to prevent overﬁtting, and ReLU [16] has
been proposed to control the sparsity.
In this paper, we explore the possibility of the convolutional
neural-learning classiﬁer system (CN-LCS) proposed previously
[17] by applying various CNN architectures to N-LCS, and exploit
deep CNN for N-LCS. CN-LCS, which is a combination of CNN and
LCS, is an architecture that replaces the action of the N-LCS rule
with CNN and can deal with the issues mentioned above. The proposed model selects eﬃcient features using GA as the generation
increases and extracts nonlinear features automatically from the
complex structure by capturing the hidden correlation between
the data using the deep CNN. By replacing neural network (NN)
with deep CNN, it increases the level of representation power and
improves the performance in a classiﬁcation problem. It can also
avoid gradient vanishing problem by replacing sigmoid with another function [18].
The main contribution of this study is as follows: We propose a
novel architecture of CN-LCS with various CNN models to improve
the performance of neural-based learning classiﬁer system. The GA
selects effective features that go through to the deep CNN to construct more powerful representation than neural network. The performance is evaluated by exploiting various CNN models for N-LCS
on three datasets where the features extracted by the proposed
method are analyzed visually in feature space.
Experiments are performed with three sets of data. To investigate the performance of the proposed model, experiments are
conducted with available two datasets from the University of California at Irvine (UCI) repository [19] and one dataset generated in
the previous study [17,36]. The main experiments are performed
on anomaly query detection in databases based on role-based access control (RBAC) for information security. We use 11,0 0 0 data
for each role from 11 roles based on the TPC-E scenario. The CNLCS detects abnormal behaviors that deviate from normal behavior in each role by learning discriminative representations for each
role extracted from the query data (queries belonging to each role
class are normal, while queries deviating from the roles are abnormal). Through the empirical experiments and analysis, we evaluate

• Feature extraction from various
perspectives
• Dimensionality reduction
• Reducing computational
complexity
• Fast computational time
• Highly deep network
• Fast computational time
• The effect of regularization

Only deep network
Computationally expensive model
Gradient vanishing problem
Diﬃculty in deciding patch size

• Gradient ﬂow is disturbed by
summation
• Slightly improved performance

• Not rely on residuals

• Slightly improved performance

• High information ﬂow
• Reusing features
• Implicit deep supervision

• Increasing parameters when
deeper

the possibility of CN-LCS for N-LCS by exploiting some of the CNN
architectures.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses various CNN architectures including those leveraged in this study.
Section 3 discusses CN-LCS and describes some of CNN architectures. Section 4 presents the experimental results and analysis. Finally, Section 5 presents the conclusion of this paper.

2. Convolutional neural networks
The various CNN architectures have been proposed since 2012.
Studies were conducted on a network design starting from LeNet5
[10]. In recent years, research on new network topology is tried
[20]. Table 1 describes the strengths and weaknesses of CNN architectures.
Deep learning techniques have been studied in various ﬁelds,
with the spread of hardware such as GPU. Initially, research was
focused on deepening the network to improve the performance.
In 2012, Krizhevsky et al. [21] proposed AlexNet consisting of ﬁve
convolutional layers, three pooling layers, and two fully-connected
layers. It has achieved remarkable performance improved, and this
success has fueled interest in deep CNN. AlexNet has a plain CNN
architecture and uses dropout [15] and ReLU [16] functions to improve the performance. Later, Simonyan and Zisserman [11] proposed VGGNet, which is composed of 19 layers that are deeper
than AlexNet. VGGNet uses a 3 × 3 small size of ﬁlter to extract
more complex and representative features. As the depth of the
layer increases, the network can better approximate the objective
function with increased nonlinearity and obtain a better feature
representation.
Deep networks, like VGGNet, however, have problems with
degradation and computational requirements of memory and time.
The network engineering has been studied to deal with such problems. Szegedy et al. [12] proposed a deeper and wider GoogLeNet
than the previous architecture. GoogLeNet introduces a new module called inception. It is a combination of the layers with convolution ﬁlters concatenated. They reduce computational resource using 1 × 1 convolution ﬁlter called the so-called bottleneck layer. He
et al. [13] proposed ResNet using skip connection to solve degradation and gradient vanishing problems. ResNet built 152 layers by
learning the identity function that allows for only a few, not all,
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Fig. 1. The CN-LCS architecture.

layers to pass. After that, various residual blocks were proposed
[22–25].
GoogLeNet and ResNet did not simply stack layers deeply but
were proposed new mechanisms (inception modules, skip connections). Those are likely to be exploited to improve the representation power. This paper shows the possibility of generalization of
CN-LCS for N-LCS using various CNN architectures.
3. Convolutional neural-based learning classiﬁer system
3.1. System architecture
Fig. 1 shows the architecture of a CN-LCS composed of four
components. We train CN-LCS from query data using the formulations deﬁned below. When the query data is injected, the performance and rule discovery components based LCS are repeatedly
learned, and the classiﬁer that models the characteristics of each
role is trained using the learned feature space. The role is more
easily classiﬁed by the GA selecting useful features and the CNN
classiﬁer enhancing the representation power.
In the environment component, the SQL query data based the
role for learning the CN-LCS is injected, and features for forming
the feature vector F = (x1 , y1 ), . . . · · · , (xi , yi ) are extracted. Because these extracted features form very sparse vectors, we select
the features before they are learned through the classiﬁer [26].
Rule discovery component employs a genetic algorithm to select optimal features. Chromosomes are randomly generated in the
ﬁrst generation, and then features are selected based on the ﬁtness as accuracy from the performance component. The GA provides high-quality solutions for optimization and search problems
[27]. It can ﬁnd the subset of locally useful and optimal feature for
each role. Because it has both exploitation and exploration abilities
[28], it is possible to ﬁnd a local optimal feature subset for each
role.
The performance component evaluates the performance for
classiﬁcation with the rules selected in the rule discovery component. Convolution and pooling operations extract the useful
information among complex features, and the performance for
classiﬁcation is sent to the performance component as a ﬁtness.
We increase the level of representation by stacking layers deeply
in various CNN classiﬁers.

In the detection component, when new query data is fed, it is
classiﬁed as normal or abnormal through the trained model. If the
data is not classiﬁed as abnormal, the query is executed. Otherwise, it is moved to the analysis engine for taking action.
3.2. Genetic algorithm for rule discovery
Accuracy, one of the most important elements of classiﬁcation,
depends on the designed model, feature selection, and extracted
features [29]. The original dataset X contains features that cannot
eﬃciently affect the classiﬁcation. Locally optimal feature subsets
can be discovered through new data generation and evaluation.
The feature vectors Nf extracted from input data X are represented by chromosomes, and each chromosome cj is encoded into
a binary string s of a one-dimensional array according to whether
the corresponding element of the feature vector is used or not.
When used as input, it is represented as 1; otherwise, 0 (e.g.,
101011011).





c j = s1 , s2 , . . . , sN f .

(1)

If the GA is invoked, each inner product is calculated between
the chromosome and the feature vector from the training set for
each generation. A new data set X̄ is generated by deleting features that do not affect the classiﬁcation. The number of datasets
generated is equal to the number of chromosomes, and the ﬁtness
of each chromosome is evaluated based on the criterion function
J( · ) and classiﬁcation accuracy F(). Genetic operations are applied
to form a new population of chromosomes and are constructed by
comparing the threshold predeﬁned and criterion J. Eq. (2) is repeatedly evaluated for each generation.

  

argmaxj∈G J Fj X̄

(2)

The task that selects automatically feature for all generations
repeats until the function J meets a certain condition. The calculation procedure is as follow, and the parameters are set based on
the experiment.
At each step, two parents are selected with the probability proportional to ﬁtness. Since there is no previous chromosome at ﬁrst,
the feature is selected randomly and then it is decided by roulette
wheel selection. The ﬁtness is evaluated by the accuracy of the
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Table 2
The deep CNN architecture for CN-LCS.
Type

Conﬁguration

Convolution
Convolution
Convolution
Max pooling
Fully-connected
Activation
Fully-connected
Softmax

Filter 32 × 1 × 2, stride 1 × 1, tanh
Filter 32 × 1 × 2, stride 1 × 1, tanh
Filter 32 × 1 × 2, stride 1 × 1, tanh
Pooling size 1 × 2, stride 1 × 1
256 hidden unit
ReLU
11 hidden unit
classiﬁer

be replaced by the maximum value or the average value.

pli = max vli×T +r

CNN classiﬁers on the performance component. Offspring are generated by computing two parents as crossover and mutation. Offspring are inserted into the population if they are not subsumed
by parents.
3.3. CNN architecture for anomaly detection
The rules of CN-LCS consist of two major components, the
condition-action, such as N-LCS or traditional LCS [30]. In the condition part of the classiﬁer, we use multivariate oblique decision
boundaries to approximate the nonlinear function proposed in NLCS. The hyper-rectangle for approximating the nonlinear boundary represents a set of feature selection rules from the rule discovery part, which is processed by one or more CNNs. We modify
the neural network of the existing N-LCS in the action of the classiﬁer and replace it with various CNN architectures. By combining
the CNN and the LCS, there is an advantage of exploiting the ability obtained by modeling hidden correlation between features and
discovering the ability selected features under hyper-rectangle condition. We evaluate the ﬁtness of the features selected from the
rule discovery component through the convolutional and pooling
layers of the CNN classiﬁer.
3.3.1. Convolutional neural network
We deﬁne the rule data X̄ selected in the rule discovery component as (x̄1 , y1 ), . . . · · · , (x̄i , yi ) from the query data. We extract
discriminative features from the data X̄ by convolution operation
[9]. The output value is obtained through the convolutional layer
from Eq. (3).

vl,i j =

K

k=0

l, j

, j
wl,i j ul−1
+ blj
i+k−1

(4)

r ∈R

Fig. 2. The process of convolution operation.

(3)

where vi is calculated by the output vector u of the previous layer
and the weight w. l refers to the index of the layer, j refers to
the index of feature-map, and K refers to the index of the weight
sets. Fig. 2 shows a process of the convolution operation. Several
feature-maps are generated by connecting local patches from the
previous layer and computing them with a convolution ﬁlter (or
kernel), which captures the complex features of the query data for
each role with the following activation function.
The dimension of the feature-map increases by sliding the ﬁlter
in a convolutional layer. A pooling layer is required to control the
increase in dimension. In the pooling layer, the semantically similar features extracted from the convolution layer are merged into
one to reduce the dimension. Further, it computes the representative value of a local patch in one feature-map, and this value can

Eq. (4) represents the process of extracting the maximum from
the lth pooling layer. R refers to a pooling size of a certain range,
and T signiﬁes the stride to move pooling.
By stacking several convolutional and pooling layers, we extract
informative and useful representations. The discriminative features
appear from the bottom up [31]. As the network becomes deeper,
the level of abstraction is increased to enhance the representation
power.
The feature maps generated through the layers are connected
one-dimensionally by the fully connected layer. The fully connected layer is used for classiﬁcation using the extracted feature
vector pl , and detects an anomaly query that deviates from each
role c using a softmax classiﬁer.

hli =



wl−1
ji

  l−1 

σ pi + bi

j

(5)



P (c|xi ) = argmax

exp hL−1 wL + bL

c∈C

NC
k=1






exp hL−1 wk

(6)

where σ denotes the activation function, bi denotes the bias of the
ith node, and w denotes the weight between nodes.
Forward propagation is performed using Eqs. (3)–(6) and gives
us the error of network. The weights are updated by backpropagation based on adaptive delta (Adadelta) [32] which minimizes
categorical cross-entropy.

g2t = γ g2t−1 + (1 − γ )(∇θ J (θt ) )

(7)

η

(8)

2

θt+1 = θt −

g2t

+

gt

where g2t is the gradient of the sum of squares, η is the learning
rate, γ is momentum term, every parameter θ t is at every time
step t, and J(θ ) is the gradient of the objective function for parameter θ . Adadelta is a method to maintain a relative difference depending on the current gradient and the previous average at time
step. We set the number of samples per batch as 512. Forward
propagation and back propagation are repeated until the stopping
criterion is satisﬁed.
The architecture of the convolutional neural network depends
on parameters such as the total number of layers, the number of
ﬁlters, the size of the kernel, and optimization techniques such as
dropout [15] and batch normalization [33]. These affect the process
of extracting features, learning time and performance [34]. The input size of our data is 1 × 277 and experimentally set the appropriate parameters. Table 2 shows the deep CNN architecture used
in this paper.
The architecture consists of three convolutional layers, one
pooling layer, and two fully-connected layers. The hyperparameters
of deep CNN are composed of as many combinations as possible.
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Fig. 3. The inception module for inception-LCS.
Fig. 4. The residual block for ResNet-LCS.
Table 3
The deep inception architecture in performance component.
Type

Conﬁguration

Depth

Convolution
Max pooling
Inception module
Convolution
Max pooling
Inception module
Convolution
Max pooling
Fully-connected
Activation
Fully-connected
Softmax

Filter 32 × 1 × 2, stride 1 × 1, tanh
Pooling size 1 × 2, stride 1 × 1
As in Fig. 3-(a)
Filter 32 × 1 × 2, stride 1 × 1, tanh
Pooling size 1 × 2, stride 1 × 1
As in Fig. 3-(a)
Filter 32 × 1 × 2, stride 1 × 1, tanh
Pooling size 1 × 2, stride 1 × 1
256 hidden unit
ReLU
11 hidden unit
Classiﬁer

3
0
2
3
0
2
3
0
1
0
1
0

We determine the hyperparameters by minimizing the information
loss and considering the computation time based on the experiments.
We also modiﬁed the two functions in the N-LCS to optimize
the performance. We used the ReLU function in the upper layer to
overcome the disadvantages of the sigmoid function mentioned in
Section 1, and tanh function was used in other layers. Further, the
loss function uses a cross-entropy suitable for the CNN architecture
instead of MSE as shown in Eq. (9).

C= −

1
[ylogz + (1 − y )log(1 − z )]
n x

(9)

3.3.2. Inception
The inception modules [12] are a network generally stacked on
top of each other. The main idea is to consider a sparse structure
in the CNN architecture and cover by the available dense components. The inception module shown in Fig. 3 uses a convolution
ﬁlter of various sizes to form a more discriminative feature representation from the query data, and the results show a variety of
statistical correlations. By analyzing the clusters with highly correlated outputs and the nodes of active networks, it is possible to
ﬁnd the optimal local construction and simplify the processing of
dense components.
The advantage of this architecture is that the computational
complexity does not increase explosively while increasing the
number of units in each stage. The size of large ﬁlters can be ineﬃcient because of their high computational cost. This uses eﬃciently the memory by dividing the ﬁlter into smaller units or by
using 1 × 1 convolution. The 1 × 1 convolution reduces the dimension and enhances the representation of the network.
Table 3 shows the proposed deep inception architecture in the
performance component. Each inception module consists of 1 × 1
convolution, 1 × 3 convolution, 1 × 5 convolution, and 1 × 2 max

Table 4
The ResNet architecture in performance component.
Type

Conﬁguration

Depth

Convolution
Residual block
Residual block
Max pooling
Fully-connected
Activation
Fully-connected
Softmax

Filter 32 × 1 × 2, stride 1 × 1, tanh
As in Fig. 3(b)
As in Fig. 3(b)
Pooling size 1 × 2, stride 1 × 1
256 hidden unit
ReLU
11 hidden unit
Classiﬁer

1
4
4
0
1
0
1
0

pooling. The 1 × 1 convolution is applied for the memory eﬃciency
and enhancing the representation. We design it deeper than deep
CNN to improve the performance and level of representation, and
use convolution ﬁlters of different size to capture the various characteristics of query data. The hyperparameter is determined based
on the experiment. The activation functions of both ReLU and tanh
are used.
3.3.3. ResNet
ResNet [13] learns the difference between the input and the
output, introduces a skip connection, and learns the convolution
of the value added to the input. The plain deep CNN network
considers the input of the (l+1)th layer as the output of the lth
layer, which is denoted as xl+1 = f (xl ). Unlike the plain deep CNN,
ResNet adds a shortcut connection that performs the identity mapping to the output of the stacked layer. Comparing to the plain
CNN, the one layer is replaced by

xl+1 = f (xl , Wi ) + xl

(10)

where x represents input and function f( · ) is residual mapping to
be learned. ResNet is stacked several residual blocks repeatedly to
deeper the network, which increases the abstraction ability and the
representation power.
Fig. 4 shows the proposed residual block and Table 4 shows
the proposed ResNet architecture in performance component of
ResNet-LCS. The residual block consists of four convolutional layers, and the proposed architecture has two residual blocks. When
the F + x operation is performed, the dimension must be the same,
so the initial convolution operation is used to ﬁt the dimension. It
is followed by two residual blocks and the pooling layer that distorts similar features for each role. The proposed ResNet extracts
more representation than the plain CNN by deepening the network. We add the ReLU function to the last upper layer to avoid
the gradient vanishing problem. The hyperparameters are set based
on experiments.
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Table 7
Query feature for the ﬁelds.

Table 5
The properties of datasets used in experiments.
Problem

data

# feature

# class

Field (Query)

Description

Feature

Segment
Sonar
TPC-E

2310
208
11,0 0 0

19
60
277

7
2
11

SQL-CMD[]

Command features

PROJ-REL-DEC[]

Projection relation
features
Projection attribute
features

- Query mode (select, insert,
update, delete)
- Query length
- Number of attributes
- Position of the attributes
In particular clause,
- Number of attributes
- Number of attributes counted
per table
- Position of the attributes

PROJ-ATTR-DEC[]

Table 6
11 transactions based on TPC-E scenarios.
Role

Transaction

Authority

Query mode

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Broker-volume transaction
Customer-position transaction
Market-watch transaction
Security-detail transaction
Trade-status transaction
Trade-lookup transaction
Trade-order transaction
Trade-update transaction
Data-maintenance transaction
Market-feed transaction

Read-only
Read-only
Read-only
Read-only
Read-only
Read-only
Read/write
Read/write
Read/write
Read/write

11

Trade-result transaction

Read/write

SELECT
SELECT
SELECT
SELECT
SELECT
SELECT
SELECT, INSERT
SELECT, UPDATE
SELECT, UPDATE
SELECT, INSERT,
UPDATE, DELETE
SELECT, INSERT,
UPDATE, DELETE

SEL-ATTR-DEC[]
ORDBY-ATTR-DEC[]
GRPBY-ATTR-DEC[]
VALUE-CTR[]

Selection attribute
features
ORDER BY clause
features
GROUP BY clause
features
Value counter features

-

Number of string values
Length of string values
Number of numeric values
Number of JOINs
Number of ANDs and ORs

Table 8
Parameters of genetic algorithm in rule discovery component.

4. Experiments
4.1. Goal
This section discusses experimental results using the proposed
method. We compare N-LCS and CN-LCS for three datasets to verify the effectiveness of the deep CNN in N-LCS. In the main experiment, RBAC problem, we also show CN-LCS accuracy per generation for various CNN architectures and represent the comparison
with other methods including N-LCS to evaluate the performance.
Then, we discuss the features extracted from the various CN-LCS
model by visualizing the feature representation space of the data
samples.

Parameter

N-LCS [7]

CN-LCS

The number of generations
The number of populations
Crossover rate
Mutation rate
Selection method
Crossover method

50
25
1
0.04
Roulette wheel
Two points crossover

20
25
0.89
0.01
Roulette wheel
Two points crossover

Table 9
The mean and standard deviation of accuracy on three datasets.
Problem

N-LCS [7]

CN-LCS

Segment
Sonar
TPC-E

0.809 ± 0.055
0.799 ± 0.073
0.753 ± 0.006

0.909 ± 0.023
0.804 ± 0.054
0.913 ± 0.005

4.2. Experimental setup
4.2.1. Datasets
In this paper, we perform experiments with available two
datasets from UCI [19] and one generated dataset [35], and all
datasets represent classiﬁcation problems. Table 5 shows the properties of the dataset used in the experiment: The amount of data,
the number of features, and the number of classes.
One generated dataset uses the TPC-E database benchmark for
anomaly query detection based on RBAC. The TPC-E schema consists of 33 tables and 191 attributes categorized into four categories: customer, broker, market, and dimension [35]. Fig. 5 shows
the TPC-E schema.
We use 11 standard transactions is modeled the user proﬁle
scenarios. TPC-E schema structures correspond to roles as obtained
from the RBAC model. The TPC-E schema consists of read-only and
read/write transactions. Table 6 shows 11 transactions based on the
TPC-E scenario.
We generated 10 0 0 queries for each role, with a total of 11,0 0 0
queries using random query generator. The generated query is
parsed by separating it into a query clause and the query feature, represented as a vector, is extracted from the parsed query
[36]. For example, SELECT clause is parsed as SELECT clause, FROM
clause, WHERE clause, ORDER clause, GROUP BY clause, etc., and
feature vectors are generated by extracting features from each
clause. A total of 277 features were extracted, and they are displayed in Table 7.

4.2.2. System setup
The input data is determined by the number of features. The
training set and test set were split by 9:1. Table 8 shows the parameters of the genetic algorithm. In the experiment for RBAC, the
parameters of N-LCS are the same as CN-LCS and consist of 15 layers.
4.3. Results
We compare the prediction accuracy with N-LCS to demonstrate
the effect of powerful representation in CN-LCS. The ﬁrst experiment shows the performance of 10-fold cross-validation on three
datasets. Table 9 shows the mean and standard deviation for prediction accuracy.
It is observed that the performance of CN-LCS is better than
N-LCS. In [7], N-LCS has shown lower performance than LCS on
datasets with many classes and large number of features. It was
hypothesized as small population size and low training time. However, CN-LCS is slower than N-LCS concerning training time but
shows high performance regardless of the number of classes and
the number of features.
The second experiment compares the accuracy per generation
of N-LCS and various CN-LCSs for the test set in the TPC-E benchmark dataset. Fig. 6(a) shows the average performance and (b)
shows the best performance of N-LCS and various CN-LCSs with
respect to generations.
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Fig. 5. The TPC-E schema.

Fig. 6. Comparison of performance per generation for four architectures.

Experimental results show that N-LCS has lower performance
than various CN-LCS, and Inception-LCS and ResNet-LCS have the
best performance of 95.27% accuracy. The CN-LCS has showed the
unstable performance in the early stage, but demonstrated stable performance over the next generation. The Inception-LCS and
ResNet-LCS achieved a steady performance with an average of

94∼95% accuracy from the 10th generation to the next generation
as the overall generation increased.
The third experiment of 10-fold cross-validation with other machine learning techniques demonstrates the usefulness of CNN in
N-LCS on TPC-E benchmark dataset. Fig. 7 shows a boxplot for the
accuracy of 10-fold cross validation. We set other methods as the
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Fig. 7. The accuracy for 10-fold cross validation.

Fig. 8. Representations of the selected rules with high accuracy on various CN-LCS.

k-NN with k = 3, the decision tree with the depth of 10, and the
random forest with the depth of 10.
CN-LCS, inception-LCS, and ResNet-LCS were signiﬁcantly higher
than other techniques including N-LCS, followed by k-NN, random
forest and decision tree. N-LCS has an average performance of 15%
lower than CN-LCS. This means that convolution and pooling operations in discovery component of the CN-LCS extract useful features and model rules from query data.
The paired t-test of 10-fold cross-validation is performed to
demonstrate the statistical signiﬁcance of the results. Table 10
shows the results of comparing the various CN-LCS methods and
other classiﬁers. The CN-LCS models showed a statistically significant difference under the signiﬁcance level of α = 0.05, particularly in comparison with N-LCS.
Our models have achieved better prediction accuracy than NLCS in test sets. The powerful representation of various CNN classiﬁers can be used for classiﬁcation problems with high accuracy.

4.4. Result analysis
We analyze the rules with high accuracy to identify the characteristics of the selected useful features in each model. Fig. 8 visualizes the best rules for the four models. The selected features
are displayed as black, and the non-selected features are displayed
as white. N-LCS has not been selected in most features compared
to CN-LCS models. The three CN-LCS models commonly used features for query mode, query length, table, and ﬁeld, but did not
commonly select features for “group by” clause. It seems that the
“group by” clause is not used compared to the “where” clause or
“order by” clause, so that the feature is not selected.
We analyze the feature space learned by the models using tdistributed stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE) [37] to verify
the extracted features of our models for each role. This is a dimension reduction technique that can maintain the local structure
of the data while revealing the useful global structure. It is useful

Table 10
Paired t-test results for comparison of accuracy (∗ p < 0.05,
Classiﬁer1
Naïve
Bayes
k-NN

Decision
tree

Classiﬁer2
CN-LCS
Inception-LCS
ResNet-LCS
CN-LCS
Inception-LCS
ResNet-LCS
CN-LCS
Inception-LCS
ResNet-LCS

t-statistic
∗∗∗

−85.54
−104.20∗∗∗
−106.33∗∗∗
−16.93∗∗∗
−27.73∗∗∗
−24.93∗∗∗
−9.91∗∗∗
−12.53∗∗∗
−11.68∗∗∗

∗∗

p < 0.01,

∗∗∗

p < 0.001).

Classiﬁer1

Classiﬁer2

t-statistic

Random
Forest

CN-LCS
Inception-LCS
ResNet-LCS
CN-LCS
Inception-LCS
ResNet-LCS
Inception-LCS
ResNet-LCS
ResNet-LCS

−5.85∗∗∗
−7.32∗∗∗
−6.77∗∗∗
−64.98∗∗∗
−100.45∗∗∗
−90.49∗∗∗
−20.16∗∗∗
−17.48∗∗∗
−6.82∗∗∗

NLCS
CNLCS
Inception-LCS
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Fig. 9. 2D projections of the feature vectors in the ﬁnal layer visualized by t-SNE.

Fig. 10. The pattern for samples not clustered in the t-SNE map.

for visualizing non-representational deep features and means that
the more separate the sample for each role in the map is, the more
signiﬁcant feature is.
Fig. 9 shows the t-SNE maps in the higher generation for the
four models. We can see that each role occupies different regions
of feature space by the trained model with query data. The extracted features effectively represent each role.
However, all four models were not to classify the following
roles: roles 7∼11, and roles 6∼8. N-LCS did not represent each role
more effectively than various CN-LCS models. Especially in the case
of CN-LCS, roles 5∼8 could not be distinguished, but the InceptionLCS and ResNet-LCS classify and extract more features of role 5
than CN-LCS. The reason why you cannot distinguish between the
two roles is that each role has a similar pattern with many of the

same query clauses. Fig. 10 shows the sample data for role 7∼11
presented in the t-SNE map.
5. Concluding remarks
In this paper, we have exploited the possibility of CN-LCS
using various deep CNN architectures based on N-LCS. There are
issues that can be addressed and solved in the neural network
architecture proposed in the previous N-LCS by leveraging some
recently studied deep CNN architectures. Experiments have shown
that the architecture of CN-LCS is much better than that of N-LCS
and demonstrates the high performance on three datasets. In
addition, CN-LCS explained the characteristics of each architecture
by comparing the upper layers of the three CN-LCSs using the
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t-SNE algorithm. As a result, it tends to be diﬃcult to classify
roles 7 and 11, and therefore, it seems that more detailed features
need to be extracted. There is also a requirement to improve the
crossover and mutation operators of the genetic algorithm, or CNN
model, which constitutes the future work to be addressed. In the
future, we also plan to extend a generalization of CN-LCS.
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